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MEMO

The pitch

Every 12 thousand years, the ancient gods come back to Earth in
order to judge mankind, their creation. If mankind failed, they
then trigger Armageddon.
From this apocalypse twelve people are chosen, heirs of the first
twelve lineages dropped on Earth, their fate is to work together to
refund the Order as Ambassadors... here are their stories...

Genesis

HEROICIS is a latin noun meaning “heroic quest”. The story
written in this tale is a path to our freedom, it goes through
ordeals that often hurt but surely make us evolve. The ultimate
target is to wake up the collective memory, this story connects
everything beyond mankind's boundaries and ages. Where time
faces memory and where today's myths are in fact our fathers'
heroic acts. So this is how begins, here, this epic. “HEROICIS”
space opera is a fresco that makes you travel through time and
space. 80% of the characters created in the intrigue are myths,
divinities, famous women and men from the Human civilization.
The main plot isn't based on a timeline but on the evolution of
the life experiences of the “selected” souls who assume the role
of the central characters.

Format
The choice of the format which is presented today is a short series
with 10 episodes of 52 minutes.

The origin of the plot being the original novel, we can consider
several seasons and various interpretations, allowing as well to
develop spin-offs (prequel., sequel...).



Episode 1 - Apprenticeship. Synopsis

Taarka's temple – Egypt (near future)

Locked up in this jail for the past eight days, Jay recalls the latest
events. He woke up at the hospital, alone. the corridors, the
operating rooms and the hospital rooms were cleared of their
occupants, no more doctors or patients.
When coming out of hospital, in the surrounding streets, he
hardly recognized the festive and cosmopolitan city that used to
be the Barcelona he knew, from the deserted Plaza de Catalunya
to the Sagrada Familia devastated by the flames.

He understood what happened when he found the last issue of
“EL PAIS” dated 21 December 2049, the headline was
“Apocalypse”, the article described destruction scenes and
pillages on a global scale that followed three attacks coming from
the sky and destroying the Temple Mount in Jerusalem, the
Mecca and the Vatican St Peter Basilica. The next part of the
article was mentioning “divine revelation”, literal translation of
the word “Apocalypse”…

He goes over each of his memories in my mind and can't help
thinking of Masha, the woman who gave him the will to fight and
survive when the world was disintegrating, the woman he also
lost… It happened a few weeks ago, when they had found refuge
in a small hamlet safe from abuses. He had met her as she was
straying among the ruins of what used to be the ferry port,
sticking together was then their best chance to survive. The
young French man with African origins and the Russian tourist,
both at a crossroad, at the dawn of the end of the world...

Thereafter, destruction turned into colonization... everywhere on
the planet, hundreds of spheres with a diameter equivalent to a
large city appeared. Aircrafts were coming out of them and
dropping hundreds of humanoid beings every time they landed.
They took control of the resources and our military complex
found itself powerless in front of this army of those we then
called “the Patriarchs”.



He remembers everything and can’t help being angry at himself
for leaving Masha for a morning long in order to fetch some food,
because this is the moment when everything turned upside down.
On his way back from his quest, a heavily armed military convey
passed alongside the forest. He did not even have the time to call
upon them, all the vehicles were destroyed by explosions.
Looking up Jay saw two alien fighter jets flying over the road to
check their actions.

After he waited for a while he headed towards the smocking
wrecks, in spite of the burnt to ashes bodies you could still see the
NATO symbol. Searching in the Hummer that was in the centre of
the convey, he found a briefcase, broke the lock and found top-
secret documents bearing this headline: “HOPESTATE PROJECT”.
Yes, Jay is angry because that was the very moment when he
decided to undertake this journey which ended in this jail in the
heart of a derelict temple on the outskirts of the former Egyptian
capital.



State of progress of the project

HEROICIS is a project that is still in its first steps. As I am the
author of the book and the project initiator as well, I intend to
develop a franchise that will provide multiple outlines as a result
of the richness of the universe and the diversity of the characters.

Today I am looking for a producer and one or several distributors
who would be interested in a Space Opera that follows the lead of
the greatest references of the movie genre (Battlestar, Stargate,
etc.),
to develop the series and bring it to life / make it a reality/make it
come true
The aim of the series is to be universal and the subjects it deals
with are numerous. This work is an odyssey, a journey with the
stars, surfing between apocalyptic scenario, climate disaster,
stellar conflict and inner quest. It invites the audience to cross the
time line, from the oldest mythologies to the present days, and in
the end we are thrown into a future where science fiction meets
history.

While proposing a few keys to understand mankind and its
evolution, to get you confused through your contemporary vision
of this world, it also triggers a profound thinking.



 
Nicolas G.A Biligui
Author and project initiator

Nicolas GA. Biligui was born in Cameroon,
he arrived in France in the 80s. When he was
a teenager he was playing basketball at a
high level until he had to stop because of a
serious injury. In his early adult life he
experienced moments of serious
precariousness. These experiences of life
gave him a fighting spirit and a taste for
seeking new challenges. Through the
adventures of life, he decided to start
writing. Hesitating during his first steps, he
trained by writing poems and dreams before
he began writing his space opera “The
Chronicles Of Liberty” in 2010, seeking
inspiration in the great history of mankind,
its myths and its legends.


























